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Hospital, Vendor Sue Over Where To Sue
Consequential Damages Might Be At Stake

Do you think “venue” is just a picky detail that lawyers

bring up to milk clients for more fees?

American HealthNet, Inc., Omaha, Neb., and Sacred Heart

Hospital, Chicago, Ill., don’t think so.  They’re in a messy legal

dispute that has bogged down in a Nebraska court over the issue of

venue -- that is, where the case should be heard.

The essence of the case is all too familiar: Sacred Heart

calls the system “largely unusable” and “worthless;” American

HealthNet says the hospital is trying to dodge a legitimate demand

for payment.  (See ‘Lawsuit, page 3)

Providence Implements Horizon Expert Orders:

Training, Support Seen As Biggest CPOE Costs
Nursing Participation In Clinical Orders

Could Bottleneck Your CPOE System

Fire Marshal Nixes Rolling CPOE Computer Carts

For the community hospital, training, clinical work flow

changes, and support are “where costs really go wild” in an imple-

mentation of computerized physician order entry, says Dick

Gibson, M.D., chief medical officer (CMO) of Providence

Healthcare, Portland, Ore.

And knotty problems like the lack of computer space in

clinical areas complicate the startup, too.

 Providence is installing McKesson’s brand-new Horizon

Expert Orders.  The project was announced in 2001 but has been

delayed several times.  It’s now not expected to go live until

September, 2004.

New systems usually make more complicated projects,  but

CPOE also requires major workflow changes to maximize value.

That, he indicated, is where risks lie.  On top of a technology

upheaval, it could be “more than your organization can handle.”
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You can’t even be sure that you under-

stand what your own workflow and processes are.

At Providence, that took a PhD-level industrial

engineer.  Example: ordering a chest x-ray on an

inpatient also involves scheduling transportation

and making sure the patient isn’t scheduled for

something else at the same time.

Providence has kept its goals modest--or,

some would say, realistic. Physicians aren’t being

forced to do their own order entry.  Private order

sets will be allowed.  Parallel systems of paper and

CPOE will probably persist “for a few years.”

Those training and support costs

  End-user training and support include:

• Pre-launch sessions to train the trainers.

• Those sessions also require taking nurses

and MDs away from their regular duties, and

filling their jobs with replacements, “so you are

paying double time for those positions.”

• Around-the-clock, at-the-elbows support

for the first three weeks or so after you go live;

• Post-launch training in units where

there’s a particular problem;

• Permanent in-house trainers; and

• Costs of training clinicians who arrive

after the system is running.

Bringing nurses into processes; order delays

A key CPOE challenge at Providence is

figuring out how nursing fits into the process.

Orders formerly went directly to the lab or directly

to X-ray.  However, with CPOE, some orders may

require detailing by nursing.  CPOE is supposed to

be faster, but that need can cause delays while

“you are waiting for other people to make inputs.”

A second nursing issue: if nurses use the

system to enter verbal or telephone orders for

MDs, “will nursing get all of the decision support

that doctors get?”  Or will the pharmacist then say,

“Nursing saw the decision support but the doctor

hasn’t seen it, so I need to intervene” --and send a

paper order back to the MD for signature?

“This is what we are going through that’s

complex,” Dr. Gibson said.  He advised his

audience, mainly comprised of MDs: “...Examine

your vendor-available systems to see how they

handle that issue.”

Scarce ‘real estate’; fire marshal nixes carts

Providence uses flat panel displays, but

mustering enough space for every nurse and MD

to be able to read electronic results and place

orders is still a challenge--especially with the

hospital going live on a new picture archiving and

communications system (PACS) in March.

“And now, the fire marshal is saying

there’s not enough room for laptops on rolling

carts, either.”  In other words, a system aimed at

improving patient safety can generate its own

safety concerns.

Providence is looking into providing PDAs

and tablets to free up space for the PACS PCs.

Don’t believe vendor will sell MDs on CPOE;

Providence pays MD committee members

He also warned listeners against believing

that the vendor will persuade physicians to accept

the system.  Physicians are “largely unaware of

vendors,”  he said.  They don’t look to vendors --

”They look to you.”

Recruiting MDs to help design and vet the

system was tough. Gibson sent 50 faxes and got

back a dozen responses--a rate he considered

abysmal, but which others declared not so bad.  He

then had each MD participant contact other MDs

with personal sales pitches.

A physician committee now meets one

evening a week to test and critique the system and

to design order sets.  Committee members are

paid; that ensures their long-term participation.
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His own sales pitch: CPOE is “the right thing to

do” and will save an MD as much time over a 24-

hour period as is spent ordering.  MDs agree that

CPOE is the right thing to do, but ask, “Are you

counting on me to use it?”  When told, “Yes,”

they say, “That will be challenging,” he said.

Horizon decision support comes with a

huge set of rules -- about 900 in all -- from

McKesson and its development site, Vanderbilt

University Medical Center.  “Our job,” he said,

“will be to decide which of the first six we want to

start with next fall.”

Lawsuit...continued from page 1:

American HealthNet sued first in Ne-

braska state court.  A few weeks later, Sacred

Heart sued in federal court in Illinois.  Now the

parties are in a third location, a federal courthouse

in Nebraska, arguing over where the case should

be heard.

AHN CFO Arthur Taylor claims AHN

behaved reasonably by filing in Nebraska and

blames Sacred Heart for the tiff.

In court documents, Sacred Heart cites the

inconvenience of piling key witnesses on a plane

for a lawsuit in another state.  There may be a bit

more to it, but attorneys for Sacred Heart didn’t

respond to our request for comment, so we can

only speculate about what it might be.

A guess: Sacred Heart cites, and therefore

must want to use, the Illinois Uniform Deceptive

Trade Practices Act to collect punitive damages;

Nebraska law might not allow the same argu-

ments.  That would make “venue” a huge issue.

It is also possible that court process is

somehow more favorable to Sacred Heart in

Illinois than it is in Nebraska.  (For example, it is

more difficult for a financially well-off organiza-

tion to bleed a little guy dry in a court that does

not put up with endless legal wrangling.)

Like most software contracts, the agree-

ment between AHN and Sacred Heart addresses

the issue of venue with standard language calling

for cases to be adjudicated in federal court in the

vendor’s home state of Nebraska.  But there’s a

twist: paragraph 10.7 is crossed out, and the

following language substituted: “this agreement

shall be enforced in accordance with the laws of

the State of Nebraska conflict of laws status.”

(We think they meant to say “statute.”)  Another

peculiarity: even though AHN’s standard lan-

guage calls for adjudication in federal court, when

push came to shove, the vendor filed initially in

state court. Asked why, Mr. Taylor replied, “We

saw it as a collection action.”

Hospital seeks $2 million on $486,000 pact

The case involves a small hospital’s

dispute with a small vendor, but they’re not

playing Trivial Pursuit. Sacred Heart’s lawsuit

seeks at least $2 million, including $1 million in

punitive damages for alleged fraud. The April,

2002 agreement was worth $486,000, including

hardware and installation.

There’s also a reputation to consider.

Here’s an allegation quoted from the lawsuit in a

Chicago newspaper:

“In a deficiency with potentially life-

threatening consequences, AHN improperly and

arbitrarily created and applied patient record

numbers during the implementation process in

such a way that multiple numbers were assigned

to the same patient and different patients were

assigned the same number, confusing patient

records and medical histories and precluding

Sacred Heart from pulling complete records for

many patients.  Sacred Heart will be able to

correct this failure only on a patient-by-patient

basis as the duplications are discovered over

months or years.”

If true, that would be serious stuff.

AHN has issued a statement blaming
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Sacred Heart.  While the troubles could have been

software-related, they also could have been the

fault of the implementation, AHN said, adding

that none of AHN’s other Version 4.0 users

reported a similar defect and that “scores” of sites

are available as references to validate “no prob-

lem whatsoever in terms of multiple patient

numbers being assigned.”

 How did it get so screwed up?  Depend-

ing on whose court papers you believe, either

Sacred Heart bought more than it could pay for,

or AHN sold more than it could deliver.  Or both.

 The contract payment plan is typical of

vendor software agreements.  Sacred Heart’s first

payment, due July, 2002, would have been about

$251,000. Three smaller payments coincided with

contract milestones over the next year.

Atypically, there is also a revised payment

plan, which the parties signed a couple of months

later.  That cut Sacred Heart’s up-front costs to

about $65,000, and divided the rest of the debt

into 32 monthly payments of about $13,300.

According to AHN, the gentler terms were offered

at the  hospital’s request.  Mr. Taylor called the

arrangement “vendor financing.”

As far as we can tell, the contract is not

specific about technology, but the vendor’s RFP

response is.  AHN promised a system that met

98.9% of some 1,004 separate functions sought

by Sacred Heart.  More to the point, AHN prom-

ises a system written on the SCO Open server

5.0.6 Unix operating system using Dataflex and

Microsoft SQL 2000 database, and written in

Dataflex and Microsoft Visual Basic--in other

words, Unix with a Windows front end.  It would

support Crystal Reports Version 8 for Dataflex,

and be available on an ASP model.

But Sacred Heart says it actually received

AHN’s older DOS-based version 4 system.

“We always did plan to provide our new

Windows product, although everyone understood

the initial product installed would be our older

Version 4.0 until the Windows was available,”

Mr. Turner said.

That may be true, but the only thing we

see in writing to that effect is a lot of complaining

by Sacred Heart concerning missing functionality

and a system that did not meet it expectations.

American HealthNet sued in December,

2003, claiming a debt of $133,700.

Eclipsys Outsourcing  Wins ISO Cert.

Eclipsys Corp. reports that its Outsourcing

Division has fulfilled the requirements for ISO

9001:2000 certification from the International

Organizations for Standardization (ISO), the

worldwide standards association.  The designation

contains requirements for quality assurance in

product and service design, development, produc-

tion, installation and servicing.  The registration

extends through Feb. 1, 2007, Eclipsys said.

As Seen By HIMSS Toolkit Providers:
    • Admissions To Lag in ‘04, Then Head Up

    • CPOE Will Be A Struggle

    • CIO Satisfaction With Vendors Rising

After 10 years of gradual increase, hospi-

tal admission rates are beginning to move down-

ward, said Kaveh Satavi, MD, JD, the CMO at

Solucient, Evanston, Ill.  That trend was pre-

dicted by several years of disproportionate in-

creases in hospital outpatient admissions, and is

borne out by recent decreases in admission rates

for certain specific conditions.  However, admis-

sions are expected to resume growth in 2005 and

then trend upward for 15 years, she said.

Look for ongoing struggles with comput-

erized physician order entry, said Gartner

Group’s Mike Davis.  Many organizations that

claim to have working CPOE systems actually

have CPOE by residents, he said.  Vendors still
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have not created applications that providers can

use “without significantly impacting the workflow

of physicians.”

He also foresees “tremendous focus” on

applications to support supply chain management

and revenue cycle management.  A third observa-

tion: rather than always struggling with new

applications, organizations give more attention to

process re-engineering.  “If you are effectively

using 60% of an application’s capabilities, “you

are doing a good job.”

KLAS Enterprises data is trending

upward; hospitals seem to be happier with their

systems, said KLAS VP Ralph Reyes.  In June,

2002, client commentary was 49.1% positive.  By

December, 2003, it had shifted to 56.7%.

McKesson is doing well with its Pathways

Financial Manager ERP system, but PeopleSoft is

in a slump with its Version 8 ERP.  The two were

neck-in-neck in June, but McKesson pulled ahead

in the December, 2003 survey.

Beyond Now, the home health system

Cerner acquired, is an apparent hit with users;

clients of 3M’s home health system are markedly

less satisfied.

Scheduling system vendors USA RMS,

Scheduling.com, and Epic Cadence scored well

with users; Tempus Encompass didn’t.

Session moderator R.L. Johnson said he

foresees “a battle” between vendors of electronic

medical record systems and vendors of clinical

data repositories for control of the permanent

patient record.  His guess: the EMR side will win.

His advice to hospitals: with IT money

tight, projects failing, and stakes very high, CIOs

should consider reversing their usual acquisition

process.  Rather than beginning with the RFP,

start by calling and interviewing clients about

how they feel about their software.
(Our editor’s advice: If you don’t know who

to call, look in the vendor’s press release archive.

Also, try typing the product name into your browser

search engine, followed by “CIO,” along with “hospi-

tal,”  “health system,” or “medical group.”  Our

publisher’s advice: continue to subscribe; our on-

line archives are a good place to start that search.)

Doable, Yes,  Sensible? ‘Working On It’

Hospital Interfaces Cerner ,  Meditech

When Mark Brookman first heard of the

plan to interface Meditech financials with Cerner

clinicals, “I kind of scratched my head and said.

‘Huh?’”  Then he thought about it, and concluded

that it was “entirely doable.”

Just nine months later, in October, 2003,

200-bed Margaret R. Pardee Memorial Hospital,

Hendersonville, N.C., became what may be the

first stand-alone small/mid-sized hospital with a

live, technically successful implementation of

Meditech and Cerner together.  Mr. Brookman

credits interface analyst Barry Schell, exhaustive

testing, and a supportive hospital administration.

Mr. Brookman also had extensive systems

integration experience of  his own and had worked

for Cerner.

Does it make sense financially?  Not yet,

but they’re working on it.

Here’s why Pardee ended up in this

unusual situation.  Before Mr. Brookman’s

arrival in January, 2003, Pardee was running on

old A4 systems, which included a clinical order-

ing system and Confidence financials.  They were

highly customized and difficult or impossible to

upgrade (A4 had moved on from Confidence

years ago).  The HIPAA transaction and code set

rules, then looming, forced organizations to

collect certain new data for claims processing.

Pardee’s management had a vision of the

clinical systems it wanted in the new century.

Pardee looked at IDX and others, but settled on

Cerner to meet that vision.  Pardee already had
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and liked the Cerner Classic lab system. (“Solu-

tions Factory,” Cerner’s vanilla system for

smaller hospitals, wasn’t yet available.)

Pardee considered Profit, Cerner’s new

financial accounting system, but by 2002, when it

went shopping, Profit was off to a slow start.

Pardee wanted very stable and cost-effective

patient financials that fit a 200-bed hospital.  That

made Meditech client server one obvious candi-

date.  Pardee signed with Meditech in mid-2002.

Meditech and Cerner interface through the

Cerner Millennium interface engine.  ADT data

flows from Meditech to Cerner Classic, Cerner

Millennium, and other applications.  Billing data

travels from these clinical systems, through the

interface engine, and back to Meditech.

Conversion issue:  ID numbering schemes

Because Pardee bought the Meditech sys-

tem after going up on Cerner, it had first inter-

faced between A4 financials and Cerner clinicals.

Under that pair of systems, the first Cerner

medical record numbers used 8-digit feeds from

A4.  Converting from A4 to Meditech required an

accommodation to Meditech’s unique numbering

system, which incorporates an “m” and several

leading zeros in every patient number.

Pardee created a file that used HL7

formatting to match the Meditech number with

the Cerner number on the basis of patient name,

birth date, and other characteristics.  Matching is

done in the Cerner Millennium interface engine.

The system takes advantage of Cerner’s ability to

accept dual patient identifiers (a true record

identifier and an “alias.”)  In other words, from

the point of view of the Cerner system, it looks

like every patient has two medical record num-

bers.  Correcting the medical record number fixed

Pardee’s biggest interfacing problem.

A second issue in the conversion from A4:

Meditech did not always format ADT data the

way receiving systems needed it.  That was

overcome by the Millennium interface engine and

its ability to script.  Essentially, Pardee takes what

Meditech gives it, manipulates it with the Millen-

nium engine, and sends it to outlying systems.

A third: some Meditech functions require

custom work from Meditech before they can be

interfaced.  Meditech prices “weren’t that bad

compared to some we’ve seen,” he said.

A fourth: all Pardee systems had been

“tweaked” for connectivity under the older,

proprietary A4 system.  Cerner and Meditech use

modern HL7 communication, so Pardee had to go

back and rewrite code to undo inappropriate

triggers, “almost like reverse engineering.”

The job was completed in eight months,

by Mr. Schell, with help from Healthcare Systems

Consulting, Pinehurst, N.C.

Total investment, Mr. Brookman said,

was 1.5 FTEs.  Go-live was Oct. 8--just one week

before the HIPAA Transaction and Code Set

implementation deadline.

Pardee has installed numerous other

Cerner applications, including PowerChart,

PharmNet, RadNet, RadNet scheduling, CareNet,

FirstNet, Order Management Discern Alerts, and

parts of document management.

Pardee did a lot of testing and set a high

standard for acceptability, Mr. Brookman said.

Meditech had to communicate flawlessly with all

systems twice before go-live.  Since go-live,

Pardee has had no difficulty with interface speed,

or interface breakdowns, Mr. Brookman said.

But it isn’t all good news.  Today’s

challenge, he said, is installing Cerner well

enough to realize a return on the investment.

Cerner’s implementation fees are a signifi-
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cant cost.  So with Cerner’s cooperation, Pardee

has lengthened implementation time frames and

taken back some of the implementation work.  It

is focusing less on new clinical applications and

more on what can be done inexpensively.  One

example, on-line transcribed reports, an extremely

popular item with some MDs, will soon be avail-

able to Pardee docs.  Another: remote Web-based

access to Powerchart is not far off.

The net: Pardee has rapidly, and for

remarkably little money, pulled off a unique

technical feat.  It has come up short of its original

vision, but considers itself to be on the right track.

Cost-effective?  “It is not.”

Per-Se Has New Financial Products

Per-Se Technologies, Atlanta, Ga. has

two new applications: Revenue Cycle Manage-

ment will include Access Management.RCM,

Receivables Management.RCM, and Performance

Management RCM; Resource Management

includes existing Ansos One-Staff and Orsos One-

Call scheduling systems.  Together, the two

product groups will be called “Per-Se Connective

Healthcare Solutions.”

Clarification On  SSPP Certification

An item in the Feb. 23 issue of Inside
Healthcare Computing confused some readers
with an incorrect reference to the “NCPP” web
site.  We meant to say the “SSPP” web site,
operated by Service Strategies Corp.  Service
Strategies said a vendor took issue with our
comment that recipients are “self-nominated.”
They do apply and pay a fee to be reviewed, but
must meet rigorous standards, Service Strategies
noted.  Service Strategies: 11031 Via Frontera,
Suite A, San Diego, CA 92127, (858) 674-4864,
www.servicestrategies.com.

CMS Now Says TCS D-Day is July 1

We have verified with the Feds what we’d

reported last issue on the HIPAA Transactions

and Code Sets: you need to be ready by July 1.

After July 1, Medicare will treat non-

compliant electronic claims like paper claims,

delaying payment 13 additional days beyond the

14 days for compliant electronic claims.

As of March 1, 71.31 % of claims submit-

ted to Medicare were HIPAA compliant, a gov-

ernment spokesman said.

In other recent HIPAA-related statistics:

• Survey responses from 631 covered

entities showed that fewer than half were ready to

conduct most or all standard transactions.  Over

75% can do at least one standard transaction, says

Phoenix Health Systems, which did the survey.

70% of respondents were providers, 51% of them

from hospitals.

• An American Hospital Association poll

of 475 members found that only one-quarter have

started implementation of the HIPAA Security

Rule, published in February, 2003.  It goes into

effect April 21, 2005.  AHA said care providers

are swamped with the TCS rule.

• CMS has received about 50 TCS com-

plaints.  Most are from providers who claim that

legitimate, HIPAA-compliant claims are being

wrongfully kicked back to them.

Why Feds’ Vision Failed (So Far) And

What Must Happen Next With HIPAA

“Administrative Simplification” has

become anything but.  Pinned by an apparently

blindfolded Congress, like the tail on a donkey, to

a major piece of consumer legislation, the Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of

1997, its implementing regulations are still

coming out, eight years later, in dribbles.

The Workgroup on Electronic Data

Interchange (WEDI), comprised of representatives
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from all corners of the HIPAA-regulated commu-

nity, has a formal role in advising the Feds.  Its

founder and president, Steven Lazarus, Ph.D.,

recently discussed what has gone wrong with

Administrative Simplification so far.  Some

lessons learned:

1.  You can’t create internal workflow changes

and entire new computer systems in health care by

legislative fiat.  The Feds seemed to expect a new

set of information systems that would smoothly

provide for patient privacy and electronic data

interchange.  It hasn’t happened.  Most organiza-

tions left legacy systems in place and send claims

through clearinghouses.  The result is new layers

of complexity--data being translated as it travels

from providers to clearinghouses to other clear-

inghouses.  When there’s an error, it becomes

“very difficult” to determine where it occurred.

2.  Feds move at a glacial pace, and it may be

about to get worse.  After eight years, major

implementing regulations are still dribbling out.

And HHS now also has the Medical Pharmaceuti-

cal Benefit Law on its plate.  “The staff for that is

coming straight out of the HIPAA Office.”

3.  The 270-271 eligibility check approach has

largely failed.  Health plans may give simple yes/

no answers to benefits inquires, which is close to

useless.  Some added web portals, in hopes that

care providers would use them, but providers are

unwilling to pay people to re-key patient data into

a browser to check eligibility.  So providers still

phone payers for most benefits verification.

4. Some health plans insist that every claim in the

batch be perfect, or the entire batch is bounced

back to the provider.  Those insisting on perfect

batches “have their feet pretty well dug in,” Mr.

Lazarus said.  Providers have reacted by sending

claims in batches of one.  That’s more work for

everyone, but at least the provider knows immedi-

ately which claims must be corrected.

5.  Some health plans refuse to accept claims that

don’t have all HIPAA data on them, even if the

data is not needed to adjudicate the claim.  The

plans argue that the letter of HIPAA regulation

requires it.  Some provider attorneys are firing

back, citing state laws requiring that valid insur-

ance claims to be paid within a certain number of

days.  Medicare plans are accepting claims that

are missing irrelevant data.

6. Clearinghouses haven’t installed real-time

systems to support insurance eligibility checking,

claim status inquiries, and authorizations for

referrals.  A couple of clearinghouses tested their

systems on live claims, losing the claims in the

process.  The problem is “not widespread,” Mr.

Lazarus said, but it did occur.

7.  Clearinghouses give priority to existing cus-

tomers and to high-volume programs.  That has

made testing difficult for new providers and for

some low-volume state Medicaid plans.

8. The HIPAA TCS rule was tested little before it

was forced on the world.  He recommends that the

upcoming standard for claims attachments be

tested before a rule is finalized.

9.  One failing of the TCS rule was the expecta-

tion that everyone would implement it at once,

which turned out to be impossible.  He hopes that

lessons will stick when the time comes to imple-

ment the new provider identifier.

Dr. Lazarus may be reached through his

firm, Boundary Information Group, (303) 488-

9911.


